
 

Novel mutation may be linked to prostate
cancer in African American men
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Researchers have identified a novel mutation that may be associated with
prostate cancer in African American men, according to a new study
published in PLOS Computational Biology.

Scientists have long known that a huge variety of DNA mutations can
lead to cancer. Some proteins can repair DNA mutations, but when
repair proteins are mutated themselves, cancer may arise. Knowing
which mutations are linked to which cancer types helps scientists
develop new targeted treatments and detection strategies.

To improve knowledge of mutations associated with prostate cancer,
Alice Walker of The University of North Texas, and colleagues searched
for relevant mutations in genes that code for a family of DNA repair
proteins known as AlkBH.

The researchers ran two separate datasets of DNA sequences through a
software program called HyDn-SNP-S, which had previously been
developed by members of the team. The software allowed them to
compare DNA sequences of AlkBH family proteins from healthy
genomes, to those found in genomes derived from prostate cancer
tumors. In both datasets, a mutation in the gene that codes for a protein
called ALKBH7 was significantly associated with prostate cancer in
African American men.

Next, the researchers used computer simulations to investigate how the
ALKBH7 mutation, R191Q, would affect the protein's structure. They
found that the mutation might cause a structural change that significantly
decreases the ability of the protein to perform its normal role.
Spectroscopy experiments with actual protein samples confirmed these
predictions.
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According to study co-author G. Andrés Cisneros of the University of
North Texas, the next steps for research are further experimental
exploration of how the R191Q mutation is related to prostate cancer, as
well as investigation of potential new avenues for detection and
treatment based on the mutation.

"Scanning the DNA of individuals in the target population for this
mutation could help indicate those with a higher risk of developing
prostate cancer before symptoms are evident," Walker says.

  More information: Walker AR, Silvestrov P, MuÈller TA, Podolsky
RH, Dyson G, Hausinger RP, et al. (2017) ALKBH7 Variant Related to
Prostate Cancer Exhibits Altered Substrate Binding. PLoS Comput Biol
13(2): e1005345. DOI: 10.1371/journal.pcbi.1005345
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